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The picture shows Challaborough Bay, with Burgh Island in the 

background. It perfectly illustrates both the beautiful scenery and 

the weather we enjoyed during our week on the coast. 

On the following pages is a personal diary of this excellent BH3 

holiday. I hope you like it… 
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SATURDAY 17TH JUNE – ARRIVAL 

very nook filled, every cranny crammed, the car seemingly 

bulging, with axles bent. Donut and I cautiously entered the 

vehicle and shut the doors carefully, wondering if both 

Equatorial and Arctic clothing and provisions were absolutely 

necessary. I set the satnav for deepest Devon and headed for the 

pleasurable motoring experience that is the M4. 

The M4/M5 interchange provided an enjoyable mental challenge. 

Rather like knitting when you don’t know how to knit. We crawled past 

Bristol and headed for the National Trust Victorian Gothic revival house 

that is Tyntesfield. Our interest was less about architectural and 

cultural appreciation and more about sating our appetites for a coffee 

and a bun – those NT tearooms are the stuff of legend. However, the 

weather was as hot and delightful as the coffee and we enjoyed a 

roam around the lovely old building, stopping also to look at the 

antique cars that were there for Father’s Day. 

Having stayed so long, we arrived at Challaborough too late to join in 

the first of the Hashes. A great disappointment to us both and, after 

unpacking in our comfortable caravan, we celebrated commiserated 

with a nice cup of tea. 

The Trail had, shall we say, taken advantage of both sets of cliffs 

either side of the bay, Hares Florence and Zebedee throwing handfuls 

of pink flour liberally around the hills. The Pack was due to have a 

drink at The Pilchard pub on Burgh Island and Mrs Blobby had duly 

stonked across the exposed sand causeway to buy herself a drink, 

then waited a bit for the Pack to arrive before buying them one with 

Hash funds. It didn’t quite work out that way. Yes, she got her drink 

E 
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but the landlord closed the pub just as the Pack arrived! Ah well; £100 

saved, thought Mrs Blobby, and stonked back again. 

When back and showered, everyone gathered at the Pennies’ chalet 

for a swig of grog (we were by the sea in Devon), followed by some 

well-needed nourishment. Ms Whiplash and PennyPitstop had repaired 

to the local fish shop to obtain victuals in the form of chips… with fish, 

chicken or sausage to accompany. This was followed by a jigger of 

limoncello in a fluorescent coloured, thimble-sized glass that was 

either irradiated or the limoncello was particularly virulent. I have a 

feeling it was the latter since Lilo, who had been altruistically collecting 

empty polystyrene chip boxes in a large cardboard container, threw it 

to the ground and danced the fandango on the white, squeaking 

contents. 

C5 officiated during the Down Downs, which were awarded as 

follows:- 

JJ and Aqua Their old VW van broke down (radiator on last legs) 
and had to be towed by the AA. 

Snowy The poor old chap forgot where he’d parked his car. 

WaveRider Hubris. Saying disdainfully that Dipstick would be ok 
after he had fallen over… then falling flat on her 
face! 

Dipstick 
Baldrick 
JWax 

All virgins on the BH3 holiday. 

Mrs Blobby Couldn’t organize a p*ss-up in a pub. (See above) 

Florence 
Zebedee 

The Hares 
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Donut and my evening ended up with a gin and port-fueled roister in 

our caravan with a motley selection of Hashers, some (WaveRider and 

Snowy) became slightly more inebriated than others… 

Later, we slid exhausted into bed (not all of us I hasten to add). 

SUNDAY 18TH JUNE – A WALK BEFORE DINNER 

nother oven-like day of sun and blue skies. We were off to Slips 

and Snowy’s walk, which proved a lot easier than the drive to 

get to the start. Stoke Point car park was at the end of a series 

of windy, narrow Devon lanes where you can meet anything from 

another car to a couple of badgers sitting down for a quiet game of 

dominos. 

Like many others, we drove (actually, were driven – Swallow kindly 

provided her chauffeuse skills) right down into Newton Ferrers, a 

pretty and delightful place… but not if you’re on the wrong side of the 

river. The problem was exacerbated by a number of us seeing Ms 

Whiplash driving resolutely down to the harbour, not realising that she 

and PennyPitsop were doing a shorter walk than we were. We 

somehow came up behind Whinge’s car and thought he was heading 

in the right direction, just before he dived off down a side lane. 

Possibly due to the ‘helpful’ directional and, reportedly, non-stop 

assistance from WaveRider. We ended up following TinOpener and 

Lilo, hurtling along little-used lanes until we got to the car park… which 

was the wrong one. Doh! Eventually, we arrived at the right one and 

decanted ourselves damply into its full-of-cars, cauldron-heat. 

A 
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The walk was a stunner. Along the sun-soaked cliff tops on the hard-

baked ground with views across the silver-glinting blue of the sea,  

dotted about with 

the white sails of 

yachts. 

Surprisingly, this 

year (unlike in 2015) 

Snowy managed not 

to fall a*se over 

head by tripping 

over sheep doings in 

the first ten yards. 

We stopped for a 

few photo 

opportunities, 

ignoring Whinge 

and Lonely who had stopped for a different reason and were standing 

on the cliff edge, enjoying the view and watering the grass… 

We slid down the tracks into Noss Mayo, a quaint little harbour with 

two pubs either side of it. Some of us decided to walk a ¼ mile round 

it to get to The Swan pub on the opposite side. When we got there 

we were not sure why we had. A friendly girl assistant who might have 

been about 14 advised us that the landlord was away, she was not 

sure when he would be back and she couldn’t serve us because she 

was under-age. There was just a tiny bit of huffing and puffing. After 

all, we had just walked hundreds of miles in searing heat and were 

dying for a pint. Parched, we dragged our weary carcasses back round 

to The Ship Inn… where we should have stayed in the first place. It 

was a great pub, with good beer, places to sit outside and a good 

menu. Mind you, Whinge had to wait quite some time for his food and 
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you could almost see a little thundercloud building up above his head. 

Fortunately, the food arrived and the thundercloud was replaced by a 

heat haze after he had bitten into the first of what he thought was a 

silverskin onion. The fiery vegetable zigzagged flame up his molars 

and nearly blew his hat off. We were most impressed at the sight of a 

melting man. 

On leaving the pub we remembered that the only direction from sea-

level was up. Interesting when one is swilling about internally with 

food and beer. I took my mind off it by reading a sign on a gate as we 

passed a house. ‘Old fishermen never die.’ It read. ‘They just smell 

that way.’ 

After a long and hot tramp among exceptionally beautiful scenery – I 

make no apology for including another photograph – we reached the 

sanctity of the car park and the pleasure of being driven back to 
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Challaborough in air-conditioned bliss (I had just about stopped 

perspiring by the time we returned). So where did we go then? Why, 

down to the sole-searing beach to lay in the broiling sun. Mind you, 

the sea was absolutely freezing. I can only think that Mr Blobby, C5 

and Whinge have an extra layer of blubber, since they were swimming 

about in it for a good twenty minutes or so. 

Dinner that night was to be in The Sloop Inn at Bantham, just across 

the bay from Bigbury-on-Sea. A simple trip by coach, you’d believe. It 

wasn’t. Started well enough. Coach full of happy, hungry people. 

Friendly driver. Balmy evening. What could go wrong? 

Well, the narrow (and only) road that led down into Bantham was not 

built to accommodate the width of our coach and any car coming from 

the opposite direction. The journey went something like this:- 

• go a quarter of the way down, then back up to let a car past 

• repeat, with two cars 

• and again, with three 

• wave to smiling people in huge horse truck that has now 

appeared in field, waiting to get on to the road  

• go three quarters of the way down and meet a large camper 

van coming the other way. Back up a bit but find the wing 

mirrors are obscured by the high banks of verdant foliage on 

either side. Explain issue to camper van driver. 

• Camper van now holding up a phalanx of other cars. Slight 

impasse ensues. The camper van decides to reverse (since 

there was nowhere else to go) and waves the vehicles behind 

him back. 

• Mr Blobby and JJ jump off the coach, run past the camper van 

and urge the other drivers back with much arm-waving. 
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• The road eventually clears and, with a clattering of gears, our 

coach lumbers forward, finally reaching the pub and throwing 

out its occupants. 

• Our unflappable, friendly driver drives it off for a bit of a sulk 

by the sea while we besiege the bar for drink and food. 

Very good food it was too. Donut and I enjoyed the genteel company 

of C4 (and C5) swapping chat and rounds of booze. Later, it was my 

turn to go to the bar and was pleased to see that the crowds had 

disappeared, leaving only the barmaid, who was fanning herself, and 

one other youngish bloke at the bar. I said to them that it must be 

nice now that our rowdy group had stopped badgering for drinks and 

offered her a drink. She replied that she had just got one since she 

was so hot and, “I just had to have something wet in my mouth.” The 

bloke caught my eye and grinned. I rolled my eyes and grinned back. 

The barmaid stuttered, “I didn’t mean…” I smiled benevolently at her. 

“I should stop digging if I were you and pour me a couple of pints of 

Proper Job.”  

I’m pretty sure she knew exactly what she was saying. 😊 

Our coach had recovered its good humour later and ground 

magnificently back up the narrow road in the dark, its headlights 

shining brightly on the banks of vegetation either side. We 

disembarked at Challaborough, too tired and full up to bother with any 

roistering. 

Later, we slid exhausted into bed. 
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MONDAY 19TH JUNE – BH3 BREAK OUT ON 
DARTMOOR 

ow it’s come to my attention that we are on page 9 already 

and there is a serious risk that a) I’m not going to complete 

this until Christmas, and b) you are going to get bored reading 

it. 

So I’m going to change the style to a more diary-like format. Hope 

you like it 😊 

------------------------------------------------- 

‘Hot’ not the word to describe weather. Felt like Christmas turkey on 

Regulo 7 as loaded car with water, Donut, Swallow and SlowSucker. 

Satnav knew (and took) idiosyncratic route to Dartmoor venue along 

‘roads’ narrower than ever travelled before. On last hill, came up 

behind sweating Dipstick, pedalling upwards towards remote car park. 

Resisted urge to shove him into grassy bank. 

Car park full of Hashers trying to justify decision to Hash on sun-baked 

moor. Viewing C5 and Mr Blobby 

with awe since they had been out 

early after night on the lash, 

laying Trail – wasn’t a short one – 

and would be going round again. 

Scrambled like rabid gecko up 

first of gorse and boulder-strewn 

hills. Stunning views across miles 

of sunlit moor slowed Pack, 

enabling wounded Zebedee 

N 

Swallow and Mr Blobby take a peak 
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(Achilles) to keep up as best he could. Trail blazed over tors, 

meandered by concerned-looking sheep and squelched through bog. 

Mr Blobby and C5 seemingly unconcerned with second yomp of day. 

Due to sun, Mr Blobby’s facial skin beginning to resemble half-empty, 

ancient Greek, goat-based wine container. Own face, despite sun 

cream, becoming more tanned than one of Ms Whiplash’s clients. 

Was amazed how animals can affect running style. Noticed FalseTart 

sprinting up hill, doing fair impression of cat with bottom on fire, on 

noticing proximity to irritated cow. Pity no-one had video recorder. 

Somehow found way on to golf course! What was golf course doing in 

middle of Dartmoor? Golfers (lardy chaps wearing slacks and leaning 

back during rest to ease weight of personal corporation) not entirely 

pleased at sight of brightly-dressed, dehydrated people wobbling 

unsteadily across links. Certain amount of tutting and harrumphing. 

As we passed tee, one let go with mighty drive. Was pleased to see 

had whacked off into bushes (um, perhaps could have phrased 

better). 

Pyro’s dog, Whisper, took advantage of occasional water to enjoy 

cooling bathe. CabinBuoy took advantage of occasional dips in ground 

(three of them!) to fall over. Twice in front of me. Thanked him for 

providing light, comic relief to arduous moorland traverse. 

Hooked up with Snowy for last couple of hills, followed by ankle-jolting 

run down to car park and rehydration. 

Later, Whinge was stripping to change when lady and gent walkers 

rounded corner and spotted hairy bum, uttering squeaks of confusion. 

WaveRider pointed out Whinge was behind car door, to hide bits. “He 
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must be a big boy!” Chortled man. “Yes.” Replied wife. “You’d only 

need wing mirror…”. 

Lunch at The Cornwood Inn where NappyRash and C5 mistook 

chocolate sauce for gravy and invented entirely new chicken dish. Spot 

officiated over Down Downs in oven-hot car park, awarding following:- 

Zebedee 
Florence 

Mistaking 28-year old photo last 
night for himself when it was 
ShutupWally. Florence got the 
Down for taking the mickey. 

FalseTart Running rapidly up the hill like a 
mad cow in order to get away 
from one. 

SlowSucker Being described by Aqua as a 
‘bossy boots’. Also one of today’s 
Hash Crashers. 

CabinBuoy Hash Crashing 3(!) times today 
and delighting all who witnessed 
them. 

C5 and Mr Blobby Today’s hard-working Hares. 

 

Dinner that night in restaurant at Challaborough. Nice view over bay 

but TC and WaveRider sitting facing baking evening sun with Slippery 

half in, like semi facial eclipse. TC whipped out (Kung Fu style) massive 

fan and fanned with slow ‘Whump, Whump’ sounds. WaveRider 

employed menu, making only light dripping sound on to table top. 

Slippery extracted tiniest mauve fan ever from handbag. Appeared to 

be small violet, moving approx. 0.01cc of air with every flap. 
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Food very pleasant. WaveRider had made mistake of ordering hot, 

spicy lasagna, chomping through spicy comestibles in sauna 

restaurant while hoping clothes would not melt. Other diners feeling 

same way… 

Eventually had to go and sit outside with beer to try and cool down. 

Seemed to work. Most others joined us for calm evening, undulating 

sea and almost middle-aged gent with blue Mohican haircut. 

Wondered why. Strange.  

Rounded off evening later with spot of gin and convivial chat. 

Later, we slid exhausted into bed. 

TUESDAY 20TH JUNE – BIKER CHICK FALSETART 
BLOWS IT BIGTIME 

ycling day today. Group split into two. Some taking Drake’s Trail 

towards Tavistock – though not necessarily that far. Some 

going in opposite direction. Further split between people opting 

for standard bikes and people wanting electric. Latter group included 

Mrs Blobby and Ms Whiplash, who loved them to bits. At one point I 

was struggling up huge hill when overtaking by Ms Whiplash. “See you 

at the top, Hashgate.” She squeaked delightedly as she sailed past. 

And, “I don’t remember ever saying that before!” 

Donut, Slips, FalseTart, Snowy, Shifty and I set off along sun-dappled, 

tree-lined, ex-railway. With no-one about and only slight incline, Hash 

peleton sped enjoyably onwards, stopping at National Trust peregrine 

falcon watch point on Cann Quarry viaduct. Friendly, helpful NT 

volunteers chatted and showed how to use powerful binoculars to see 

single baby falcon. Donut initially unable to see fat, spectacularly 

C 
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feathered bird lurking motionless against grey, granite cliff. NT 

volunteers very diplomatic, reducing embarrassment by advising male 

peregrine falcon called ‘tercel’. Learn something every day. Cycled on 

after thanking volunteers. 

As gradient got steeper going towards Yelverton my bike gears 

decided to throw hissy fit. Cycling up steep hill in Clearwater in huge 

gear under hot sun rather testing. Belted Galloway cows and horses 

with pretty little foals looked on incuriously as hacking, sweating 

Hasher crashed to halt at hilltop unable to vocalise turbid thoughts on 

cycling generally. 

Group plan was to reach Yelverton, then cycle to and round nearby 

reservoir. FalseTart introduced large spanner into works by falling off 

bike spectacularly. Poor girl. Road rash and emu-egg size bruise on 

leg. Bravely carried on to Royal Oak pub at Meavy where welcome 

drink on village green provided some relief from pain. Other Hash 

cyclists turned up, offered sympathy and ordered food in equal 

measure. Eager beavers on electric bikes (with C5 and Mr Blobby 

desperately trying to keep up with Mrs Blobby on one) hurtled round 

reservoir after drinking almost to oblivion, while sensible group nipped 

off back to Drake’s Trail and extremely fast, downhill return. Lovely! 

Group of us decided beach barbeque in evening. Couple of tables, 

plenty of burgers, sausages, baps, dips, crisps, beer, wine and fine 

weather. Whinge fired up barbies while I approached ladies of group, 

lounging in semi-circle of chairs, with crisps and dips. Unfortunately, 

sand somewhat uneven so lurched sideways towards ladies while dips 

hurtled beachwards, surprisingly landing on bases. TC creased in half 

with laughter and WaveRider choking on crisp. FalseTart trying 

desperately to swallow guffaws and not stretch cycling injuries. Took 

some time to calm down while I made way carefully back to fold-up 
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seat. Nearly another legs-in-air pratfall as seat sank backwards and 

downwards into sandy slope. Only just held balance. Hashgate 

gravitas severely in danger of dissipating entirely. 

As you know, Challaborough Bay perfectly beautiful with sea, island, 

cliffs, seagulls etc. Whinge suddenly realized semi-circle of chairs 

facing inward so group could enjoy view of rough concrete wall. Group 

sheepishly turned chairs around while wondering if sea air and 

exhaustion responsible for mass stupidity. 

The wrong way round… 
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The right way round :-) 

Food utterly delicious and bloated assembly stared blankly out to sea 

while imbibing alcohol (see above). Noticed small flock of ducks on 

sand quacking about. Flock took to air, circled and landed few hundred 

yards away near bay edge… except single young duck executing 

Orville routine. Didn’t seem to be able to fly so WaveRider waddled 

ran over and, with help of young lad, finally ushered duck back to 

safety of flock. Mummy duck came over and gave Orville total earful. 

Little chap probably not to thankful for WaveRider’s efforts. 

Games of knockout Boules later, which Whinge won. Since was now 

getting dim, packed up BBQ’s and decamped to Whinge, TC, 

WaveRider and NappyRash’s caravan. Cracked open bottle of gin to 

share, distilled by yours truly at Adnam’s Brewery in Southwold, 

courtesy of present from Donut. Gin actually rather pleasant and did 
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not remove top layer of tongue, leaving drinker gasping for air like 

stranded cod. As we sipped, Lilo wandered to door with Minx, her 

loony dog. We offered her a snort of the gin and she accepted, after 

much persuasion (she hadn’t wanted to intrude). “Ooh. That’s very 

nice.” She said, and proceeded to chug it down. Took her two goes to 

stand up when going to leave. Staggered down caravan steps and 

Minx led way back home. 😊 

Later, we slid exhausted into bed. 

WEDNESDAY 21ST JUNE – AN EARLY RISE 

idsummer’s day and early wake-up (04:30!!) for those of us 

joining Spot on 

his Hash to 

watch the sun rise. 

Early risers were: 

Donut, Hashgate, C5, 

Mr Blobby, Shifty, 

FalseTart, Babe, Utterly 

Butterly, SlowSucker, 

Baldrick, TC, Whinge, 

WaveRider, NappyRash, 

Zebedee, Florence, 

Dipstick, Snowy, Slips. 

Trail went out of bay 

and up cliff to road. Then up hill on road. Then up steeper hill on 

grassland. Snowy and I 

spied TinOpener behind 

low wall apparently having pee next to small gate. Pantingly enquired 

as to whether activity relieving. TinOpener denied activity. Smilingly, 

M 

A VERY early start. Lonely is already lost. 
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we trekked on upwards until top of massive hill reached. Sun obligingly 

peeped over horizon like bleary red eye opening after night of 

debauchery.  

Knew how it felt. 

 

Perfectly lovely standing on hilltop in quiet of early morning, watching 

sun rise rapidly on MidSummer’s Day. Perfectly lovely later, scoffing 

sausage, egg and bacon cooked by PennyPitstop and Ms Whiplash at 

their chalet café. Dipstick lived up to name and had can of beer! Even 

lovelier just after that, sliding back into bed for restorative kip, 

breakfasted and feeling smug for being up before everyone else. 

Zzzzzzzz… 

Since it was unorganized day today (similar to many others during 

week😊) Donut and I decided to walk to Bantham. Earth seemed to 
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have moved closer to sun, since outside caravan like frying pan on 

Gas Mark 7. Toiled up and across sizzling headland, following pink 

flour from Friday night Hash. Eventually found selves at bottom of 

bloody great hill. Drank water, wiped brow, shook hands, wished well, 

stonked upwards stoically and sweatily. Arrived at Mount Folly Farm 

parched husks of former selves. Attempted rehydration. Failed 

miserably. Hung on farm gate like dry rags, viewing beautiful estuary 

and deciding not to go all way down cliff since would only have to 

come back up. Summoned up remains of energy and dragged carcass 

back to caravan site in still-boiling sunshine. 

WaveRider in dominatrix mode, putting testosterone-rich pensioners 

(apart from TC, of course!) through circuit training competition on 

white hot beach. 

NappyRash, Mr 

Blobby, C5, Baldrick, 

TC, Whinge all 

sweated, heaved and 

strained doing plank, 

sit-ups, press-ups, 

running. Exhausting 

to watch. Arrived too 

late to join in since 

had had to do some 

work. Great shame. 

Strolled along beach 

in shallows so 

wouldn’t put off 

competitors. 
Snowy shows off magnificent body in vain effort to impress 
TC during prayer break. 
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Evening and yet more exercise. Fun Hash with South Hams H3 started 

at church near Journey’s End pub in sea fret. Sea fret like mist, but 

called sea fret in maritime areas. Just so you know. 

Spot risking wrath of BH3 ladies by announcing to group it was nice to 

see some younger ladies on Hash! Stunned silence while shocked 

males drew in breath and females planned cold revenge with narrowed 

eyes. Spot in deep poo. 

Route went where Donut and I had gone earlier. Except went all way 

down slippery sideways hill to beach. Pyro’s dog Whisper keeping well 

clear of cows. Had obviously learnt lesson from other day on 

Dartmoor. Sea fret still curling round cliffs and rocks as tried to run on 

shoe-sucking sand and shifting pebbles. Whisper suddenly in 

vociferous argument with two small, woolly dogs. Seagulls wheeled 

above, waiting eagerly for Hash carrion. Feet slowed as path led back 

up cliff over to caravan park. Mental torture when Trail led straight 

through park and up steep road out of it, away from bar and comfy 

caravan. However, half way up Trail led into glorious hillside garden 

where TinOpener wandered aimlessly and unsure. Showed him flour 

and trotted to lovely big house with huge balcony on which two 

scantily clad (but for fur coats) ladies entertained with bottles of 

Wicked and light snacks. Turned out they were members of South 

Hams. Wonderful! Possibly best beer stop ever. Made final, steep hill 

approach to Journeys End almost bearable. 

Delicious pulled pork, chips, beer with Slips, Snowy, TC, Whinge, 

WaveRider and NappyRash in the pub conservatory with large trays of 

chillies growing above. Everyone talked with everyone. Great 

bonhomie. Zebedee wearing large sticking plaster cross on head after 

walking into window. Hair had been cut round area to accommodate 

plaster. Slightly avant garde look. DownDowns in garden good fun (no 
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notes, sorry. Could only carry so much so notebook stayed at home). 

Then, since conservatory awash with noise and chatter, group decided 

to sit in main bar, now empty. Five minutes of relative peace and chat 

before everyone else decided to do same! Main bar now like London 

City pub around six o’clock with everyone shouting at each other to 

be heard. Very affable, but nice later to walk down steep road to 

caravan park in gathering darkness and in near silence. Just subdued 

sea noises and birds rustling off to roosting place. Met very friendly 

pussycat at entrance to park and exchanged calf rub for ear tickle. 

Brief conversation on best cat food and possible effect of Brexit on 

world economy before parting on amicable terms. 

Later, slid exhausted into bed. 

THURSDAY 22ND JUNE – HOT STUFF 

ystery coach trip this morning. Donut and I late to arrive so 

she is down back of bus with Dipstick and newly misogynistic 

Spot and I get pleasure of company of Pyro and Whisper. 

Whisper lays warmly on foot while we chat. MS Whiplash and 

PennyPitstop in seats next to us and, somehow, conversation with 

them turns to menopause problems. Not usual topic of conversation 

in my social group but manage to amuse ladies by recounting story of 

close friend having problems with hot flushes trying to resolve by 

placing magnets in undercrackers. All going well until in Sainsbury’s 

by frozen chickens. Leaned over to scoop up plump bird and found 

self stuck to chiller. 

Drew up at the South Devon Chilli Farm. Some signs of bewilderment 

among Hash group. Understandable. Why chilli farm? Are we 

interested? Where’s the toilet? Etc. Group piled off coach and into 

shop, avidly viewing chilli-based products and tasting some, using 

M 
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supplied biscuit pieces (“No double-dipping!”). Spot risking further ire 

by advising, “This is where the South Ham ladies come because they’re 

hot stuff.” Even more sharp intakes of breath and pursed lips. Though, 

frankly, probably because of chilli product tasting.  

Decided to try 

some ‘Scorpion’. 

Scoville Scale 

picture illustrates 

foolishness of 

decision. Bit like 

swallowing colony 

of fire ants. 

DipStick also 

ruing decision. 

NappyRash in 

element since 

smothers all food 

with hottest 

sauce available. 

Mind you, when 

hot coffee served for us he rediscovered certain rawness of tongue 

and throat. 😊 

Later enjoyed fascinating tour through chilli polytunnels, led by 

extremely enthusiastic and knowledgeable chap. Spot (he was 

obviously on form this week) asked him if he was known as Dr. Pepper 

or Sergeant Pepper. His stories about mice and rabbits burrowing in 

to polytunnels, initially nibbling only mild peppers, before getting 

hooked on most volcanic chillies, great fun. He pointed out strangely 

shaped chillies grown from genetically altered seeds that Chinese had 

sent into space. Weird! 
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Rounded off with chilli-tasting challenge. He supplied milk (to ease 

flames), snapped on rubber gloves (very wise) and cut up increasingly 

hotter chillies. First five or six went quite well. Then got to Scotch 

Bonnet (see above for heat factor). Snowy (expert chef and gourmet 

in variety of Indian curries) essayed a piece. Went quiet almost 

immediately. Right eyebrow fluttered wildly. Hair stood on end more 

than usual. Face redder than baboon bottom. Steam emitting from 

worryingly flared nostrils. “By jingo!” He exclaimed. “That’s rather 

warm!” May have toned down actual words used but you catch the 

drift. NappyRash chewed away happily. Even when Carolina Reaper 

appeared. Must say milk quite welcome after that one. But good to be 

able to try. 

After thanking hosts for great tour, slipped back on coach with more 

than whiff of chilli and headed for Plymouth, rattling off Telegraph 

cryptic crossword with Aqua, JJ, Spot and Donut. 

Afternoon as fascinating as morning. Tour round oldest working gin 

distillery in England. 

Black Friars distillery, 

working since 1793. 

Tasting of standard 

and sloe gin most 

enjoyable, making 

viewing of distilling  

towers and listening to 

description of 

processes challenging 

since was falling 

asleep in warm, comfy 

atmosphere. Managed 

to stay awake since a) 
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did not want to miss anything, b) would look silly, c) wanted free gin 

and tonic Refectory Bar later. 

Free gin and tonic refreshing and restorative. Enjoyable group 

imbibement in medieval-roofed bar. Later wander round old harbour, 

then coach home. 

BH3 not finished yet! Evening dinner booked at Journeys End. Walked 

up steep road (yet again) with NappyRash, at front of group. 

SlowSucker unable to help self and had to catch up. Gently chivvied 

him about competitiveness. 

Dinner a delight and challenge. Delicious, with HUGE portions. Enjoyed 

prawn cocktail and ½ pig with trimmings. Afterwards, felt fatter than 

pig must have been. Noticed only Lonely had pudding. Lord knows 

where he put it. 

Fascinating people-watching during meal. Shifty accidentally kicked 

Whisper. How could not see large, furry dog on floor beyond me. 

Perhaps he is secret dog kicker. Certainly gave helpless creature damn 

good shoeing. Pyro attempted to open window and succeeded in 

ripping off window opener. Lilo exceptionally garrulous and funny. 

Think gin may have worked its magic again… 

In bar later our group noticed three youngish ladies who seemed, um, 

rather fond of each other. One almost completely p*ssed, unable to 

figure out how to wear tangled scarf and handbag. Whinge gently 

advised friends to buy weaker beer than 6% drink they were about to 

buy her. 

Later, we slid exhausted into bed. 
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FRIDAY 23 JUNE - ORIENTEERING 

ay of Aqua and JJ’s great orienteering Trail. JJ advised Aqua 

had been out for hours in early morning, checking Trail and 

putting up waypoints while he ‘organised’ back at caravan. 😊 

Actually, both put in huge amount of effort to make event successful 

and great fun. All given maps and advised to split into groups. Snowy 

and I decided (rightly or wrongly) to form group based on similar 

personal exhaustion levels. Map marked with number of places where 

letters lay. Also given sheet of paper with cryptic clues. 

 

Get all letters. Work out anagram. Answer cryptic clues for bonus 

points. Simple huh? Except Snowy and I decided not to bother with 

waypoints East of Challaborough… and didn’t notice answers to some 

clues actually names of places on map. Doh! 

D 
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C5 requested assistance taking everyone’s bags in car to Journeys End 

pub (we just couldn’t stay away) so helped him. Successful trip and 

bags dropped off despite almost bursting tyre on big rock in road and 

having to ask local carpenter to move van since road too narrow for 

one car, let alone two. C5 screeched back to caravan site and waiting 

orienteers, we fell out and off we all went. 

Sun already scorching as Snowy and I headed for lowest point on map, 

overlooking Burgh Island. Got pilchard lookout hut clue answer and 

headed up the same bloody great hill had staggered up on Midsummer 

morning. Hill not reduced in gradient. Beat CabinBuoy and Pyro to top 

but sense of achievement diluted by buckets of perspiration. Running, 

walking, Running, walking. Up green hills. Down stony paths. Took 

mental hats off to Aqua and JJ. On remote path East of Ringmore met 

Babe, Spot and Zeb at various times. All apparently lost. Eventually 

stumbled back to pub, changed in room where bags had been put 

earlier (Dipstick told off by landlady for putting pint on covered pool 

table 😊), bought refreshing pint and sat out in sunny garden with 

many others. 

Aqua and JJ worked out winners who were lauded later at dinner in 

the Pickwick Inn. 

Found out Swallow was partner with Zeb (still walking wounded) and 

determined to get every single waypoint letter. Took mickey 

somewhat and received Swallow death stare in return. Guess part of 

SlowSucker personality rubbing off on her. Fair play though. She and 

Zeb finally managed to get all waypoint letters. Though looked even 

more exhausted than rest of us. 
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Lunch and stroll back to caravan site beach with Slips and Snowy. She 

and Donut met adder out for writhe on path back over cliffs. Pleased 

to report no squealing… from Snowy or me. 

Evening consisted of final coach ride to final pub (Pickwick Inn) for 

final dinner and week’s awards. 

Coach disgorged Hashers outside pub like puffin regurgitating shoal of 

fish. Shoal slithered rapidly into pub, frightening locals, 

commandeering tables and ordering drinks in quick succession. 

Pub very Italian in décor, with witty epigrams written on ceiling joists. 

E.g. ‘No man is lonely eating spaghetti.’ Said Christopher Manley. 

Though Lonely occasionally fond of stringlike pasta. ‘You better cut 

the pizza into four pieces. I’m not hungry enough for six’. Attributed 

to Yogi Bear. Took some Hashers some while to figure out. 

Scurrying waitresses began to bring out food for masses. Snowy 

initially insisting starter paté should have been mackerel. Mildly 

embarrassed when selection list produced. Tables inundated with 

great tureens of peas. Presumed local green produce not on 

endangered vegetables list.  

Following hearty trenchermen (and women) activity, tables cleared, 

bellies bloated, beakers refilled and GM Mr Blobby started on week’s 

awards. They were:- 

The Challaborough Challenge (WaveRider’s circuit training 

contest) overall winner (no, he didn’t win an overall) was Mr Blobby 

who won magnificent fridge magnet. TC won ladies competition (not 

surprisingly since she was only lady entrant) and friendship tea towel 

(wassat?!). They and all others who participated (C5, NappyRash, 
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Whinge, Baldrick, Ms Whiplash (counted press ups etc)) awarded 

Down Downs. 

Orienteering awards – were presented by Aqua. Team Mr Blobby 

and Florence overall (not again!) winners. Swallow and Zebedee were 

only ones to get all letters. UtterlyButterly and Baldrick came up with 

best anagrammatic phrase (but can’t remember what it was, sorry). 

The actual phrase should have been ‘BH3 having fun in the sun’. 

Awards For The Week – presented by Mr Blobby and C5. 

Female Athlete Mrs Blobby on her electric bike 

Heroine of the Week Donut, for braving the cold(!) weather 

Joint Heroes of the Week NappyRash – for doing the whole of the 
Trail on Saturday. 

SlowSucker – for dragging C5 out of the 
freezing sea when he had cramp. 

All-Round Athlete Whinge. Circuit training. Hashing. Boules. 
Nothing stopped him. 

Mothers of the Week Ms Whiplash and PennyPitstop for their 
excellent breakfast on Midsummer’s Day. 

Navigators of the Week Orienteering experts Aqua and JJ, who 
initially couldn’t find their way to the 

caravan car park 😊 

Comedian of the Week Spot (see above). 

RSPCA Award WaveRider, who saved the duckling. 
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Black Sheep Award Shifty for pushing FalseTart off her bike 

(allegedly 😊) 

Overall Week Award TC – for putting up with Whinge! 

 

All the above, plus Spot for Haring the Longest Day Trail, WaveRider 

for the Challaborough Challenge and Aqua for the Orienteering Trail 

were awarded Down Downs and cheered uproariously. A great end to 

a fun evening. 

Back at the caravan park there were hugs and handshakes all round. 

We had all had the most superb week. So much to enjoy with such a 

great bunch of people. Many, many thanks to all the organisers. BH3 

sure knows how to organise/have a good time! 😊 

Later, we slid exhausted (and very happy) into bed. 

THE CHALLABOROUGH PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 

Day                   Daytime Activity Evening 

Saturday Hash starting at 4.30 from the main car 
park.  Flo and Zeb 

Fish, sausage or chicken and chips with 
drinks on site. We’ll gather somewhere 
convenient. Paid For 

Sunday 

 

Walk from car park in the middle of nowhere 
led by Snowy and Slippery. Car park map 
ref:  SX540466. Travel in cars, with as many 
people as possible in each car, please. Car 
parking is a touch on the difficult side!  
Choice of two pubs (three depending on the 
tide) for lunch.   Leaving at 1000 

Dinner at The Sloop Inn. Paid For. 
Coach provided, leaving at 6.50 

Monday 

 

Hash on Dartmoor Hared by Mr Blobby and 
C5. GR 644595.Travel in cars, leaving at 
1000.  On To a Buffet lunch at the 
Cornwood Inn. GR: 606598. Paid For. 

Eat at the on-site restaurant, with drinks 
beforehand. 
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Tuesday 

 

Bike Ride organised by Flo and Zeb. Travel 
in cars, leaving at 0900. 

DIY 

Wednesday 

 

Longest day hash organised by Spot. It will 
be local but you’ll still need to be up before 
the crack of dawn. The good news is that, on 
our return, breakfast will be provided by Ms 
Whiplash and Penny Pitstop. 

After that it’ll be a quiet day because we’ll all 
be fatigued! However, at 3pm on the beach, 
Wave Rider will lead her fitness class and 
there will probably be some beach games, 
too, depending on how many of you turn up. 

Hash with South Hams H3 from, the 
Journey’s End pub. Walk there. GR: 
651460, leaving at 6.45. Food 
organised by South Hams. 

Thursday 

 

Day out at two secret locations. It should be 
a very interesting day and we hope that you’ll 
really enjoy it. The coach leaves at 9.45. 

Dinner at the Journey’s End. Walk up, 
leaving at 6.45. Paid For 

Friday 

 

Orienteering-type event organised by JJ and 
Aqua. This will start from Challaborough at 
1030 and you can then get lunch at The 
Journey’s End if you wish. How it all works 
will be explained by JJ and Aqua on the day. 
It should be a great way to finish the week’s 
daytime activities. 

Hash awards at the site, with drinks 
starting at 6.30. Then dinner at the 
Pickwick Inn. Paid For. Coach provided, 
leaving at 7.15pm. 

Saturday 

 

Leave for home having had a spiffing time  

 

THE COMMITTEE – GOD BLESS ‘EM 

C5 Programme and Dartmoor Hash 

C4 Day trip (Chilli farm and Plymouth) 

Ms Whiplash Accommodation and restaurants 

Penny Pitstop Restaurants 

Florence Bike ride and arrival hash 

Zebedee Treasurer, bike ride and arrival hash 

Mrs Blobby Coaches, drinks and eats 

Mr Blobby Dartmoor hash, drinks and eats 

 

Although not on the committee, Snowy and Slips organised the Noss 

Mayo walk. 
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PARTICIPANTS 

Mr Blobby 

Mrs Blobby 

C4 

C5 

J.J. 

Aqua 

Utterly 

Butterly 

Penny 

Pitstop 

Miss 

Whiplash 

Hashgate 

Donut 

False Tart 

Shifty 

Zeb 

Flo 

Spot 

Snowy 

Slippery 

Lonely 

Cabin Buoy 

Pyro 

Tin Opener 

Lilo 

Whinge 

T.C. 

Waverider 

Nappy Rash 

Slowsucker 

Swallow 

Dipstick 

Baldrick 

Jwax 

 

Our ladies, in the sunshine. (Spot the odd one out!) 


